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! nt: ro ci_u~ t.i g_n 

At the Wo r ld Conference to Rcvie~ and Apprise the 

A c·h i eve in e n t s o f the Un i t e d N a t i on s D e c a de f o r W o rn e n : E qua l i t y , 

Development and Peace, was stated that forwa~d-looking strategies 

for the advancement of women at the regional level should be 

based on a clear appraisal of demographic trends so as to provide 

a realistic context for their application. 

·- ... 

Taking these considerations into account, the following 

document sets forth an analysis of those demographic changes 

during the period 1950-1980 in Central America which have had the 

greatest bearing on the status of ·women, and 

considered in the design of development policies. 

should be 

The first chapter deals with the fertility pattern& in 
·' 
Central America. 

The second chapter concerns mortality among the female 

population and underscores the great strides made during the 

period 1950-1980 in incrcasiing women's life expectnncy at birth. 

Emphasis ia nlso placed, however , on tho fact thut a great could 

still be done by the governments to further reduce mortality in 

the region. Reference is made in this section to the main cnuses 

of death among women, nnd a number of examples are given in 

order to illustrate the extent to which th~ vnrious causes of 

death have been a.n influential factor in chang<H~ in the life 

expectancy at birth of the female population. 
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The third chapter focu!les on chungcs in the nge structure of 

the fema.le populatiou which are chiefly attributable to the 

decreases in fertility and mortality, as well ns on the 

implications of these chanr;~s for the des i gn of policies 

concerning women. In this regard, the need for more information 

concerning the sta t us of older women is stressed. 

The fourth chapter contains information concerning migration 

by women, both within countrie9 and internationally . 

This paper includes among other sources information 

contained in a more comp re h cu s iv e doc u111 en t prep n red by this 

author for the Fourth Regional Conference on the Integration of 

Women in The fconomic and Social Development of Latin Americll 

and The Caribbea~. organized by ECLAC in Guatemala City, from 27 

to 30 of September, 1988. 



I. WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE BEttAVIOUR 

The adequate i?formation concerning women's fertili ty would 

facilitate the work of the organizations responsible for 

formulating policies on employment, health, education. housing 

and, in general, all policy measures whose objective is the 

creation of conditions of well-being for women. 

In addition, fertility statistics and iudicators are 

necessary in order to ascertain the extent to which the wornen of 

the region have an equal ability to exercis~ their right to 

freely decide the number a.nd spacing of the children they will 

have. 

Furthermore, the awareness of fertility trends is ·an 

especially important factor in the design of social policie.9 

aimed at making it easier for women to reconcile motherhood with 

their participation in all spheres of 5oci€tty ns active agents 

of development. 

The change in fertility patterns has been associated with 

the course taken by the development proce5s in the countries of 

Central America. The average number of children per woman thus 

varies from one country to another 1n the region, as well as 

within each country, depending on the level o( modernization that 

has been attained. 

One indication of this change is the drop in the nvernge 

number of children per womnn (as mansur~d by tliC totnl fertility 
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rate) 1/ which is to be observed in the period 1980·1985 as 

compared to the period 1950-1955. 

In Costa Rica and Panama, countrieg classified :is boing .-:i.t 

an advanced stage of modernizntion. 2/ 3/ showed a drop in 

fertility from high levels for the period 1950-1955 (a.n average 

of about 6 children per woman) to medium levels in the period 

1980-1985, when the average had fallen to around 4. 

In Mexico, a country where modernization has been rapid an 

uneven, fertility also dropped from high to medium levels . 

In those countries where moderniza t ion is still an incipient 

process (El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua), 

fertility rates are still high despite the fa.ct that a slight 

decrea~e has been recorded. For these countries as a group, the 

r a t e s t o o d a t o v e r 6 . 5 c h i 1 d r e n p e r w om a. 11 a t th e b e g i n ti i n g o f th e 

period in question; by its end, the average remained above 5 in 

all of these countries and was still over 6 in most of them. 

In addition to these differences in fertility levels from 

one country to another, reproductive behaviour Vlt ·riea markedly 

among different groups of women within the siame country depending 

on the lilocioeconomic stratum to which they belong, whether they 

.reside in urban or rural arena, and their diffl!ring personal 

traits. 

In Honduras, a country whero modernization is still ah 

incipient process, the fertility rate ns of 1980 was still high. 

In this country, the total fertility rate in areas defined as 

being major urban centres dropped from 5.6 to 3.7 children per 

woman between 1960 and 1980. In the rural areas of Honduras, 

however, the rate held 6te11dy £\t about 8 children per woman 

durlng this period . Thi!=! means that whereas the totnl fertility 

rate for women in rural e<r~as war.: 1 .6 times greater than the 

' .... ~ ••• w:: ...... 
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rate for women in major urban centres .:<t tha he!)inning of the 

period, by tho encl of the period this gap had widened to 2.2. 

A similar situation waa observed in regard to the decrease 

in fertility among women according to the socioeconomic strata to 

which they belong. While the total fertility rate for women in 

the upper-middl e stratum declined between 1960 and 1980 from 6.0 

to 3, 8 children per woman, the rate for women belonging to the 

low-income agricultural wage-earning stratum remained above 8 

children per woman . In other words, the difference between the 

rates for women in the low-income agricultural wage-earning 

stratum and those belonging to the upper-middle stratum rose form 

1.3 in 1960 to 2 in 1980. 

The persistence as of 1980 of such hish fertility rates both 

in rural ar~as and in the low-income agricultural wnge-earning 

stratum may either be a reflection of the actual state of affairs 

or may be due to problem~ as&ociated with the qunllty of the data 

or to the use of invalid assumptions as a basis for the 

own-children method that wns employed in estimating the total 

fertility rate. 

at 

It is interesting to note that even ln Costa Rica, a country 

an advanced stage of modernization in which, as stated 

earlier, a sharp decroase in fertility has taken place, 

differences among the reproductive behaviour of the various 

sectors of women, although they have tended to le!;son, continue 

to exist (Rosero, 1981). 

Between the years 1960 and 1979, tho fertility rate for 

women in urb an areas fell from 5.9 to 3 children per woman while, 

during the s ame period , the total fertility rate for wornon in 

rural areas dropped from 9 . 0 to L •• o children per woman . This 

means that whe r eas in 1960 t he fertility ra.te [or ••omen i.n rurnl 

areas WQS 1.6 tim~.s hlr,hc r :::han the rate. for v:omon r~s irl ing in 
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urban areas, in 1979 the <.{Veraeo number of children per wom.~n in 

rural areas was 1. 3 times higher than that racorded in urban 

areas. 

Information c6ncerning 

number of children born to 

socioeconomic strata is not 

the difference!l 

women belonging 

avcdla.ble for the 

in the 

to the 

period 

average 

various 

1960-1979 

in the case of Costa Rico.. Nonetheleag, in view of the close 

relationship between women's educational levels and their 

membership in given socioeconomic groups, it is useful to 

compare female fertility rates on the basis of educational 

levels. The fertility rate for women having less than three 

yeara of formal education decreased from 9 to 4.8 children 

between 1960 and 1979, while the ratf: for women having over 

seven years of schooling dropped from 4 . 4 to 2 .. 8 children. per 

woman during the· same period. In other words, whereng women at 

the lowest educational level had 2 .1 timce more children than 

more educated wome~ in 1960, in 1979 women with fewer years of 

schooling had 1.7 times more children than women having a higher 

educational level . 

. -... 
" 

At the Nairobi Confcrenco in 1985, as well n~ at the 

International Conference on Population, tho need was underscored 

for governments --regardless of the nature of their population 

policies-· to promote access to family planning services. 

In Central America, most of the information concerning 

awareness and use of methods of contraception haD been supplied 

by the World Fertility Survey, specific surveys dealing with 

contraceptive use · and 

Health Systems (Rosero, 

the surv~ys conducted by Westinghouse 

1981) Ncvcrthclet.is, this inforinnti.on is 

not complete. Data are not available for nll the countries, and 
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total agreement has not been reached as to which methods should 

be included in the definition of contraceptives, with the major 

point of disagreement being whether traditional methods should 

be included or not. The information used in this report refers 

to all contraceptive methods except the prolongation of 

breastfeeding and postpartum abstinence. 

There are grounds for stating that there is a widespread 

awareness of the existence of contraceptive methods in Centra.1 

America, In most of the countries of the region for which 

information was gathered by the World Fertility Survey, nearly 

100% of women who had ever been married or who had participated 

in consensual unions had heard of the e~istence of methods for 

controlling fet'tility . This awarenesg was lower only in Mexico 

(88%). 

Nonetheless, actual access to methods for controlling 

fertility is not equally widespread and appears to differ 

markedly depending on the degree of development achieved by the 

country in question (United Nations, 1984)~ 

In the countries at an advanced stage of modernization for 

~hich information was available, the proportion of the women who 

were married or were participating in consensual unions who were 

using some type of contraceptive method at the time the surveys 

were tnken (around 1980) ranged between 50% and 64%. However, in 

countries where the modernization process is incipient, the level 

was only about 20\. 

In addition, in all the countries of the region for which 

data could be obtained, marked d1£forences wore observed bct~eon 

urban and rural areas as regards the use of contraceptive 

methods, and these differences were even greater in countries 

where modernization has been a more recent proc~ss. 
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It might well be arBued that the dlffnrnnces existing both 

between and within countriEls •\S regards LhEI proportion of the 

women who are either married or participatinB in consensual 

unions who use methods of contraception should not come as a. 

surprise, it being assumed that this divergence is simply 

associated with differences in prevailing reproductive patterns. 

Nevertheless, in attempting to assess the extent to which women 

in the region are able to avail themselves of their rights, it is 

important t:o try to find out whether women, alil participants in 

the human partnership, have access to the necessary means for 

freely taking a decision as to the number of children they will 

have. 

One way of learning more about this phenomenon is to compare 

the proportion of women stating that they have had at least as 

many children as they desire with the proportion of mnrried women 

or women in consensual unions who use some type of contraceptive 

method. Since the women using contraceptive methods include not 

only those who do not want their family to grow any more, but 

also those who wish to space out the births of their children, it 

is to be expected that the proportion of women using some type of 

method of contraception will be greater than the proportion 

stating that they have hlld at least as many children as they 
-.. 

desire. 

However, among tha countries for which informntion was 

available, this proved to be the case only in Costa Rica and 

Panama belonging to the group described as being at an advanced 

stage of modernization. 

The difference between the proportion of married women or 

women in consensual unions \Jho use some typo of contraceptive 

method n.nd the proportion stating that they have had nt least as 

many children as they desire was seen to be Bt:cater within 

countries according to the women's; pla.ce of resi<lenco. 
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In most of the countries, this difference w11s positive in 

the large cities, which would indicate 11 greater degroe of access 

to methods of contraception. 

The situation was jut.it the opposite, however, in rural 
areas. Only in Costa Ries. was the proportion of women usiug some 

type o f contra c e p t 1 v e me tho d 1 a r en r th n n th c pr op o r t 1 o u El t: a ·t i n g 

that they have already had the number of children they desire. 

3. Abortion in Central America 

A discussion of women's reproductive behaviour in the region 

would not be complete without mentioning the incidence of 

abortion. 

One of the consequences of limited degree of access to the 

use of methods of contraception (1.e., women's socio-cultural, 

economic and geographic possibilities of using contraceptive 

methods) 

a hidden 

ie the existence in the region of what is almost always 

problem: the practice of an undetermined number of 

abortions, many of INhich are cnrr!ed out under conditions that 

place the life of the woman in queGtion Qt risk. 

Induced abortions nre legal only in Cuba. In nll the other 

c o u n t r 1 e s o f the r c g i on , s u c h ab o r t ! o 1rn c o 11 s t i t u t e a n o f f en c e 

which is punishable under the corresponding country's 

legislation. 

ror this reason, it is extremely difficult to ascertain the 

actual frequency of abortion. There i s ' however, general 

agreement as to the fact that the number of induced abortions 

Yhich take place is .high. The various studies conducted on this 

subject all indicate that 0. lnrge number of induced Abortions 

are carried out in the re g ion u sing prim1tlvc, dnngerous and 
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septic procedures a.nd that the death rflte in this connect.ion is 

four times greater than that associated with pregnancie~ c11rried 

to full term (Weisner, 1986). 

Abortions practised 

endanger the life of the 

emotional impact and serious 

concerned, along with the 

consequences. 

under such conditions frequently 

moth~r and usually have a sever~ 

physical repercussions on the women 

resulting family-related and social 

In Costa Rica, a number of research projects on abortion in 

San Jose have indicated that the proportion of aborted 

pregnancies ranges between 8, 7~ and 11. 9i . A survey tnken in 

Managua. in 1968 indicated that 10\ of all pregnancies ended in 

abortion (Rosaro, 1976; P~rez, 1970), 

According to the information gathered in those same gurveya, 

the proportion of pregnancies ending in abortion increases 

substantially in the case of women aged 30 years and over, For 

instance, in Panama City SOt of the pregnancies of women between 

40 and 44 years of age were aborted. 

The proportion of aborted pregnancies is a useful 

measurement because it provides information on the frequency of 

abortions among women exposed to the risk of abortion (i.e., 

pregnant women), However, since this 1.s ~ measurement of the 

risk of abortion in terms of the nurnber of pregnancies and 

therefore depends upon tho frequency of the latter, it does not 

provide a measurement of the real incidence of 11bortion. 

In order to nscertntn the actual incidence of this 

the ratio of abortions to women of childbearing nge phenomenon, 

should be examined. Based on the above, by analyzing the 

abortions among women of chi.ldbaaring age, it rno.y proportion of 

be Deen that, in absolute term~ . the inc i tl e 11 c e of abortion is 
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greater during tho prime ycnr~ of the reproductive period (i.e . , 

among women between 20 and 34 yenrs of age), which is the age 

group in which the frequency of pregnancy is the highest. 
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11. FEMALE MORTALITY 

The Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies for the advancement 

of Women called for "the crer.tion and atrengthP.ning of basic 

services for the delivery of health care \\'.ith due rq;,ard to 

levels of fertility and infant and maternal mortality and t.he 

needs of the most vulnerable groups and the need to control 

locally prevarent endemic and epidemic diseasea". Furthermore, 

governmentg which had not already done so were ur~~d to 

11 undertake, in co-operation with the World Health Organization, 

the United Nations Children's Fund and thG United Nation• Fund 

for Population Activicies, plans of action relating tP womfln in 

health and development in order to identify and reduce risks to 

women's health and to promote the positive health of women at all 

stages of life". 

l. The decrease in female mort6lity in the re1ion 

... During the period between 1950 and 1980, a significant 

decrease in female mortality was recorded in the region, along 

with a consequent increase in longevity. Thie decline in 

mortality ~an be detected by means of an analysis of life 

expectancy at birth. 

Two of the countries at an advanced stage of modernization 

(CotJta Rica, and Panama) had moderately low female mortality 

rates at the beginning of the period, with life expectancies at 

birth of over 56 years. A relatively large decrease in mortality 

was recorded in these countries during the period concerned and, 

as a result, by the end of the period the life expectancies in 

these cases had risen to over 72 years. 
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Mexico had moderately high mortality rate at the beginning 

of the period. with a life expectancy et birth in 1950-1955 of 

around 52 years. By the end of the period, the life expectancy 

of tha female population had risen to over 66 years, for a gain 

of more than 14 years in th~ life eKpectancy at birth . 

Those countries in which the ~odernizetion process 

incipient (Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador and Nicaragua) had a 

high female mortality rate et the beginning of the period with 

life expect:anc~es at birth of about 45 years. Mortality showed a 

major decrease in these countries, with gains of over 15 yeara 

in the lif~ expectancy at birth. In most of these countries, 

women's life expect:ancie5 at birth are now over 61 years. 

The data ref~rred to above indicate that women's life 

expectancy at birth has increaaed more in the countries where 

mortality rates were very high at the beginning of the period. 

This increase was made possible by the application of low•cost 

measurea which succeeded in rai1ing the ·life expectancy of the 

female population substantially. However, an analysis of female 

mortality by cause of death provides a number of examples which 

indicate that many women still die as a result of diseases that 

could have been prevented. Governments could still accomplish a 

great deal, therefore by implementing health policies designed 

to further reauce female mortality and thereby increase the life 

expectancy of women in the region. 

In deeigning policies aimed At creating healthful conditions 

for women, it is important to consider the fact that the increase 

in the life expectancy of the female population has beEtn 

accompanied by a broadening of the gap between the life 

expectancies of men end women. This gap, which during thA period 
three years in most of che 1950-1955 was approximately 

countries , ia currently about six years . 
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As will be di£cussed below, thare is .some debate a.s to the 

reasons why women have a greater life expectancy at birth than 

men. 

On the basie of 

cone l uded that women 

these differences, it might be 

are in a better situation than 

mistakenly 

the rnAle 

population as regards matters pertaining to their health. 

However, al though women probably do have a gone tic advantage in 

thla respect, thare are indications that thia advantaga 111 not 

fully manifested, aA will be seen later 011, dv.e to sex 

discrimination against wom•n in the field of health care . . 
2 . Causes of death among the female ~opulatiou 

As noted above, in designing health policieg for the female 

population it is particularly important to have access to 

adequate statistics on causes of death. 

Information concerning the distribution of causes of death 

ca.n hAlp guide the efforts of health cn;gan1zat1ons in the most 

appropriate direction; furthermore, if these data are available 

at an appropriate level of disaggregation by age according to 

area of residence as well as other characteristics which help 

identify the women belonging to certain socioeconomic groups, 

.then the efforts of such organizations could also be dirElcted 

towardA the most vulnerable groups wlLhln the female population. 

However. the information available in the region concerning 

causes of death suffers from severe limitations which hamper its 

widespread use. 

Among the countries at an advanced stage of moderni%otion, 

the top-ranking causes of death for both women and men are tho5e 

diseases whose decline is associated with scientific progress, 

~· . 
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such as malignant tumours. Given the fact the populations in 

th1.>sE1 ce>untriea are oldor, other 111_..in oau~ee of decth include 

degenerative 

disease. 

diseases, cerebra-vascular ailments and heart 

In contrast, in cnuntri~s in which tho modornl2ation procoaa· 

is not as advanced, th~ m.Qjnr ca1.tsl's of d~ath includo diseas111oJ 

whose decrease is associated with the adoption of environmental 

h~alth me2aur9~ or tho oxp~nslon of basio health caro services. 

Some of thes~ causeY are enteriti• and other diarrho&ic diseases, 

measles and other ailments. 

3. Causes of de1th and th~1r relatioD ~o changes in 

~omen's life expectancy 

lf adequate information wer.e available on the causes of 

death among the female p~pulat1on, it would be possible to gain a 

more in-depth understanding of the impact of each such ca.use in 

terms of changes in life expectanciea between any two given 

periods or between different populations. ·5/ 

Purely for purposes of illuatration, some of the moat 

significant results obtained by applying the Pollard method in 

Guatemala City, and Mexico City will be discussed below. These 

findings provide a more detailed picture of how female mortality 

has changed and point up some a111pects of these changes which 

should be studied more extensively (Pollard, 1986). 

In GuAt@mA14 City, th• lifA exp&otsnoy of women rose by 7.6 

years during the period 1969-1979. By applying the Pollard 

procedure, it can be aeen that the most important factor in this 

increase was the decline recorded in some of the causes of death 

which are classifi9d as being prflv&ntaole. For both sexes, the 

greatest contribution to 

birth was made by the 

~ -- - - - -

this increase in the life expectancy at 

decrease in the incidence of causes 
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considered to be "preventable by environmental sanitation 

measures 11 (with the decrease in such causes of death resulting in 

an increa!ile of 3.4 years in t.h!! life $~poot~no y of wo111e11 ~L 

birth): the second most iinportant 

causes of death regarded as being 

which accounted for 0. 3 years of 

expectancy at birth (Diaz, 1987). 

factor was the reduction in 

"p r ev e ntable by vaccination", 

the increase in women ' s life 

On the other hand, 

preventable causes of death, 

by early diagnosis" (e . g. , 

however, ,,!thin the 

those considered to be 

category of 

"preventable 

breast and uterine cancer, whose 

frequency incraased during the period in question) had an adver~e 

impact on life expectancy, as did those diseases describEld as 

"preventable by means of a combination of measureG". 

In the case of Mexico , the life expectancy of women 

increased by 7.3 years 6/ during the period 1969-1982, with four 

years of this increase being due to the reduction in deaths 

attributable to preventable cause a. Among these, the factor 

having the greatest ,positive impact was the decrease in deaths 

that could be prevented by the adoption of environmental 

sanitation measures and by meana of a comhi.nation of mec.aure• 

; designed to reduce the incidence of diseases associated with 
·-· : res~iratory infections and pnoumonia (Rodriguoz, 1988). 

ln contrast, death that could have been prevented by means 

of a combination of measures during early infancy and deaths by 

violence had a negative effect as regards the change in the life 

e~pectancy of women. 

As the above examples indicate, in all two ca&es the 

a d•o p t i o n o f 

implementation 

environmental sanltati·on measures 

of mass vaccination programmes have 

reduce mortality among the femal~ popul4tion. 

, . "' - "'°' 

and the 

helped to 
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Despite the progress made in increasing the life expQCtancy 

of women, it is cl11~r th~t much oould still be done t:v improv~ 

th e health conditions of the female population and thereby 

further increase women's life expectancy . thia was cle&rly shown 

by a hypothetical exercise carried out in Guatemala City in 

which estimates were prepared of how much the life expectancy of 

women would increase if certain types of prev.entabltl caul.iles of 

dell.th were to be entirely eliminRted. It wa11 calc:ulated the.r. 

women's life expectancy at birth would rise by l.53 years if all 

dcAths attr!butable co diae~ses that could be prevented by 

vaccination and preven~ive treatment were to be eliminated, by 
0.44 years if all those that cm1ld be nrcvented hy early 
diagnosis and treatment were to be eradicated, by 4. 2 years if 

all d~.o.th9 that oould be prevented uy environmental sanitation 

measures were avoided, and by 4.8 years if all the causes of 

death that could be prevented by a combination of measures were 

eliminated. 

4. Qifferencea between the causes pf death amon& men and women 

As remarked earlier, women are known.to have a greater life 

$xpcctancy thAn m~n. 

Even though the experts are not in complete agreement as to 

the reason for this phenomenon, one major school of thought 

relates this fact to genetic differences associated with women's 

reproductive functions. 

It is important to be aware of the fact, however, that the 

lower level of mortality observed among women is not systematic 

in all age groups and that differences between male and felllale 

mortality are not similar with respect to all causes of death. 

When thf:\ Pollard method was applied in the case of Mexico 

City to compare the differences betwe,Hi men and women s.s regi:n:d£ 
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the impact of the. v11rious c;iuses cf death, it wat.i found that in 

s~me age groups fernnlo rnorta.lity attributable to preventable 

causes was higher than that of men. ThiR fact points up the 

negative impact of cultural factors aagociated with the ways in 

whicl1 women are discriminated against in sociaty. 

While it is t:rue that during the perioc! 19S0-1981 women in 

Mextco City had a life expectancy at birth that was 7. 2 years 

greater than that of men, mortality among gir:l~ 11ged l to 4 

years higher than among boys of the same ages as a result of the 

deaths occe.sio'ned by all the preventable causes. lf it ls 

aflsumed that preventive vaccinAtion drives, the available means 

of early diagnosis, environment11l sanitAtion measures and the 

possibility of avoiding death by accident or violence arc the 

same for both sexes, then the possibility must be considered 

th.qt'. t:ha prevailing cultural pattel"nt:t within the aoc1ety are 

such that families may tend to devote gre&ter attention to male 

than to female children. 

In addition, higher female mortality was also observed from 

the age of 25 years onward in the case of Mexico City as ll. 

re~µlt of deaths that could have been prevented by early 

diagnosis. Unlike the difference observe in the 1-4 year age 

group, this waa due to the impact of diseases that affect only 

women, such as breast and uterine cancer. 

Finally, the causes of death having a negative influence on 

women'a lif~ QXpectanoy om compared to that of me11 ··apart from 

those particular to women-- include one high-incidence disease 

diabetes- - which systematically reduces the life expectancy of 

women in relation to that of men And which figures among the 10 

main causes of death in all the countries of the region. 

·~ ·i;";i.~ .. 
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5. Materruil mortglity 

Among the cauaes of death affecting the female population, 

maternal mortality warrants special attention.' this term is 

under.stood as designating the death of women during pregnancy or 

within 42 days after the termination of the pregn&ncy, 

regardless of its duration or site, due tc any cause related to 

or aggravated by either the pregnancy itself or the medical care 

given in connection ~ith 1t, but not those deaths due to 

accidental or incidental causes (PAHO, 1966a). 

It ii; generally agreed that most of the deaths associated 

with pregnancy are preventable. As remarked in a document issued 

by PAHO, e. maternity-related death in the world of today is as 

anachronistic and illogical as deaths by freezing (PAHO, 1986b). 

Nonetheless, high levels of maternal mortality still exist 

in Central America. In fact, for women in their childbearing 

years
1 

complications during pregnancy, the birth procesA and the 

puerperium are in many cases one of the five main cauAee of 

·-• death of women in thia age group. 

Although maternal moi:-ttlllty did decrease during the period 

1950-1980, sven the lowest rates of maternal mortality existing 

in the region as of the period 1980-1984 were subatantially 

higher than those found in the developed countries. 

In many Central American countries, the proportion of such 

deaths is currently over 30 per 10 000 live birthA, whereas in 

Canada and the United States the figure is 0.5 and 0.6 per 10 000 

live births, respectively. 

The atriking differences in the incidence of maternal 

mortality within the region corrRspond to the level of 
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modernization achieved by the various countries. Maternal 

mortality in the region la higheat in: 1) countries having high 

levels of fertility, due to the high proportion of births 

occurring in high-risk age grn11ps: 2) countrieo in which 

relatively few births take rlace in health care- facilities; and 

3) countries h~ving high rntes of abortion, which form a clinical 

standpoint, is regarded as one of the main cauaes of m!Clternnl 

morta.lity. Whereas maternal mortality rates in most of the 

countries that are at an advanced stage of modernizntion range 

b e t we en 3 and 6 p a r 10 0 0 0 1 f ..... e b i r th s , in c o u n t r 1 e s .,.. he re the 

mod~rnizat1on process is still incipient these levels vary 

between 20 and.SO per 10 000 live births. 

In Central America the greatest decreas~ in maternal 

mortality has been seen in Costa Rica where the rate is now one

half of what it was two decadeg ago. 

·-.. ·.· 
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III. CHANCES IN THE FEMALE POPULATION'S AGE STRUCTURE 

In designing pollciev geAred towards women, it is important 

to consider the relative size of the female population in the 

various age groups. In the following discus1Bion, raference is 

made to the rel at ive size within the countries of the region of 

the femal~ population from 0 to 19 yf!ars of ago (equiva le nt to 

the pre-school•and school-age population), from 20 to 59 years of 

age (the working-a·ge population) and to those over 60 yoars of 

age (old people or the aged) . 

As a result of the decline in f~rtility, in particular, and, 

to a lesser extent, of the drop in rnorta.lity and the type of 

international migration which has taken place, Central America 

which hasi traditionally been regord&d a• a "young" region, has 

experienced a change in the age structure ~f ita population, with 

the tendency being towards the aging of the population. 

In terms of the course taken by the demographic transition 

process, the Central American countries can be classified as 

falling into one of the four following groups: 

a) Countries with verx youn& age sti;:uctureo. Guatemala, 

Honduras and Nicaragua are in thia group. The proportion of the 

female population which is unc.ter 19 yeara of age is high in 

these countries, and the proportion of the female population 

between 20 and 59 years and over 60 years of age ls low . 

b) Countries with r~lnttyely y2up1 population.s.. In Central 

America , El Salvador is in this group. The size of the female 

p o pulation under 19 years of age is la r ge in this country a s 
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well, and the proportion of the female populations between 20 

and 59 years of age and aged 60 or over is relatively low, but is 

slightly higher than in the countries in the first group. 

c) Countries haying relat1y@ly old populations. In Cosca 

Rica, Mexico and Panam.ia although the proportions of the female 

population under 19 years of age and from 20 to 59 ye~rs of age 

are still high and the proportion of the female population aged 

6 0 ye at' & and o v e r i s r e l a t iv e l y 1 ow , p r o j e c t i on s o f the fut 1.1 r e 

coursa of the demographic transiti.ou pro~Gss indicate that, 

unlike the countries belonging to the ~bove two groups, the . 
populatit•nsi in this group of countries will be classifiable as 

"oldP fn th~ noar future. 

In this group of countries is thus clear the necessity to 

devote apecial attention to the atatus of older women, as was 

repeatedly emphasized during the United Nations Decade for Women, 

constitute one of the most vulnerable aectorA of society. 

·-.. 
·I 

l 
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IV. FEMALE MIGRATION 

1. lnter.n.al mi$rat1oQ 

In Central America a great proportion of women who are now 

r&siding in the cities have migrated thero from rural areas. 

Most of the them have little schooling, are sub~ect to 

substandard living couditiong upon their arrival and face serious 

problems in adapting due to separation from their original 

family units and often from their own childran, as well as to 

the fact that the prevailing cultural patterns in their new 

environment differ from those they incorporated during their 

socialization process. 

These countries therefore have a societal duty to regard the 

women involved in internal migration as a group within the 

female population which deserves special attention. The 

relevant policies therefore need to be developed in order to 

help these larga sectors of the female population to adapt to 

their new environment, to enter the labour market, to deal with 

the housing problems they face and thereby to improve their 

living conditions. 

It ls generally agreed that there were more women than men 

among the Central Americans women who migrated from the 

countryelde to the cities during the period 1950-1970. Thie 

numerical predominance of women over men was even greater in the 

migratory flows towArcls t:h• larger urban centr"r:i (Gatica, l98U). 

Migration from rural to urban area.A has slowed during the 

past decade . This overall change in the trend has been much less 
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marked, however, in the case of women. 

It is difficult to ascertain the actual status of the women 

who have participated in internal migration, however, due to th$ 

limited statistical information exiating in this connection. 

One indication that the 

migrate f:rom the countrysidEI 

extremely high lleX. ratios of 

female population continues to 

to the citil!a is. provided by thl!I 

men to wom&n, existing in rural 

areas, according to the information furniahed by censuseo takEin 

around the year 1980: the ratios of men to wom~n within all age 

groups in the 'rural areas of the countries of the region are far 

higher than what would be expected in a population not subject 

to migration. 

In all Central American countries the sex ratios in rural 

areas are over 100. 

An examination of thi.s index by age group . in rural areas 

shows that higher ratios exist in the older age groups. This 

could be an indicator of the migratory flows of earlier decades, 

but the fat that the male population is far larger than th& 

fem,,.le population in the younger age groups in rural areas as 

well lends greater plausibility to the hypotheais that women 

continue to emigrate to the cities. 

In addition, rural-rural migration has become a particularly 

important phenomenon in the case of women during recent decades. 

This type of predominantly temporary migration involved men 

almost exclusively in the past. Now, how&ver, women conQtitute a 

very sizeable proportion of temporary agricultural workers. 

2. Jnternational miiration by women 

While women ..,ho migrate from one location to another within 

l 
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their own countries find it difficult to adjui;t to their new 

environment, the adaptation process is much more complex in tho 

case of women who move from one country to another. 

The Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies for the Advancement 

of Women stressed the need to devote special attention to migrant 

women, who are often the victims of discrimination on two 

counts: as women and as migrants . In this connection, emphasis 

is placed on the need to take the necessary steps to safeguard 

and maintain family unity and to ensure that such women will 

have access to employment opportunities, hoalth services and 

social security benefits in general on an equal footing with the 

rest of the population in the host country. 

The formulation of policies for protecting the rights of 

migrant women is deemed necassary in view of the fact thnt these 

women are faced with especinlly 1H~rioua probl"ms due, firstly, 

to the often difficult process of assimilating the way of life 

prevailing 1n tha host country and, secondly, to the loss of 

their CUliltomary environment when they leave their countries of 

origin. 

The analylilis of the most prominent features of international 

migration by women which is presented below is based on the 

information collected by the I MILA res~arch project on 

international migration in Latin America conducted by CELADE. Alil 

part of this project, the data recorded in each country's census 

concerning the alio11s present at the time of the census has been 

compiled. 

This information indicates that during recent decades there 

has been both an intensification in population shifts within 

Central America nnd an increasa in the number of Central 

Americans in the United States, 

European countries . 

... - ___ , 
.•-.r1>-

Cnnadn, Au~tralia, and the 
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During the period 1970-1980, increases were recorded in the 

presence of foreign-born per~on9 in Costa Rica nnd Mexico. 

As part of these internatlonal population movements, there 

was a noticeable growth in international migration by women . 

Indeed, unlike the international migratory flows of earlier 

p e r i o d s , w h i ch were made up p r- tm a r 11 y o f m tin , in th n 1 9 7 0 & and 

1980s women have been a mnjority in many migrant groups. 

The most noteworthy exnmples in this respect include the 

predominance of women in virtually all the groups of Central 

AmericQn11 currently residing in the United States and Canada. 

This increase in internntional migration by women is 
associated "11th 

some cases. an 

labour markets 

various types 

impC>rtant factor 

of neighbouring 

of quite different factors. In 

is the growth in demnnd in the 

countries for people to perform 

what are often thought of as "women's" work (one prime example 

being employment in the personal services sector), while in other 

cases such increases have ben the result of adjustment policies 

which have motivated women (and often highly qunlifiec.l ones) to 

seek better job opportunities in more devoloped countries. 

F i ~a 11 y , du r i n g th e p n s t f e w d e c a de s in t e r n a t i <: n a 1 m i gr a t i o n h o. s 

been strongly influenced by the existence of armed conflicts nnc.l 

emergency situations in various areas of the region. 

The second factor mentioned above is illustrated by the case 

of the 1. 951 . 742 Latin American women (mostly Mexicans, Cubans 

and Dominicans) who were residing in the United States in 1980. 

AQ of the time of census, all the variou:; groupg of Central 

American women residing in that country hnd high labour force 

participation ratio.s (with activity ratios of over 50% in most 

cases) and , with the exception of the femnle population from 

Mexico, were highly oducated ns woll, with most of then\ having 

• < ' '· . ' ' . 
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To women who have 
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had to 

or 

leave their countries as n 

emergency situations represent consequence of armed conflicts 

a different case altogether. 

Looking Strategies for 

As stated in the Nairobi Forward

the Advancement of Women, "the 

international community recognizes a humanitarian responsibility 

to protect and assist ... refugee and displaced women" who , as is 

noted in the same document, "are exposed to a variety of 

difficult situations affecting their physical and legal 

protection as well a.s their psychologicsl nnd mntftrial w~ll• 

being". 

While acknowledging that a lasting solution for the problems 

of refugee women should be sought in the elimination of the 

causes of their di$placament, the above document also underscores 

the need for programmes aimed at providing lega.l, educational, 

social, humanitarian and moral assistance to women in this 

situation. 

Although these factors gave rise to migratory flows in the 

pa.st as well, in some areas of the region such migration began to 

take place on a much larger scale in tha 1970s and 1980s. 

One example of this is pointed up by a analysis of the 

composition of immigrant women in Costa Rica, whore the reRident 

alien population as of 1984 was 93% larger than it had been in 

1973. Obviously, this increase coincided with the 

intensification of armed conflicts in Central America: in 1984, 

43.559 alien women were living in Costa Rica, of whom 22.533 were 

Nicaraguans and 4.674 were Salvadorians. The difference between 

the status of those women and those described in preceding 

paragraphs is reflected in the corresponding labour force 

participation ratios: Thus, for example, in 1984 the activity 

ratio for immigrant Nicaraguan women in Costa Rica was 18.2%, 
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whi "h was far lowor than thnt of the migrant women dlscutil'.lled 

earlier (Pellegrino, 1988). 

The above-mentioned situations attest to the fact that 

international migration by women of the region is far from being 

a marginal phenomenon; therefore is needed the deaign of policies 

to safeguard theae women's rights; 
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No tu 

l/ hThe average number of children that would be born per 

woman if all women lived to the and of their childbearing years 

and bore children according to a given set of 'ago-sp~cific 

fertility rates'; also referred to as total fsrtility . It is 

frequently us~d to compute the consequence of chtldLearing at the 

rates curruntly observed". Manual X. Indirect techniquE:is for 

demographic estimation (ST/ESA/SER.A/81), published by the United 

Na t i on l!il in Eng 11 sh and S p an 1 sh 1 n 1 9 8 3 , S a le. s N o . : E . 8 3 . XI I 1 . 2 . 

2/ This classification of countries according 

level of modernization is based on Germ.d.n Rama, "La 

mocial de Amrica Latina (1950°1980): tran~ici6n 

to their 

evoluci6n 

y cambio 

estructural" 1 a paper presented at the Seminar on Development 

Optiona in Latin America, BogotA , 1984. 

3/ The classlf ication of Latin American countries in terms 

of their degree of social JUodernization proposed by G. Rama 

includes four categories: 

a) Countries at an advanced stage of modernization: 

Argentina, 

Venezuela. 

Chile, Uruguay, Coata Rica, Cuba, Panama and 

b) Large countries where modernization hae been rapid and 

uneven: Brazil, Colombia and Mexico. 

c) Medium-sized and small partially-modernized countries'. 

Ecuador. Paraguay, PAr11 ~nd the Dominiciln P.•public. 
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d) Countries where the modernization process iQ incipient: 

Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras and Nicaragua. 

4/ The system of classification proposed by J. Chackiel 
·' 

(1987) eostablinhAs the following rating baiited on the proportion 

of death certificates lacking information on the cause of death: 

Under 15% 

15%-24% 

25%·39' 

·ov~r 40% 

- vrny good 

• fair 

- unreltable 

poor 

5/ John Pollard (1986) determined the ratios needed in 

order to calculate the impact of ea.ch cause of death in tenns of 

changes in life expectancy. 

6/ These are preliminary findings based on unadjusted data. 
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER 

This document has not been officially edited. The 
designations employed and the presentation of material in 
this publication do not imply the expression of any opinion 
whatsover on the part of the Secretariat of the United 
Nations nor INSTRAW concerning the legal status of any 
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or 
concerning the delimination of its frontier or boundaries . 
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